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h i g h l i g h t s
 Novel anion exchange membranes based on pyrrolidonium salts and PVA were prepared.
 The properties of the membranes could be tuned by varying the blending ratios.
 The membranes showed excellent thermal, chemical and dimensional stability.
 The membranes displayed the high OH conductivity of above 102 S cm1 at 25  C.
 A peek power density of 88.9 mW cm2 of the H2/air fuel cell was obtained at 65  C.
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Novel anion-exchange membranes based on two kinds of pyrrolidonium type ionic liquids, N-methyl-Nvinyl-pyrrolidonium (NVMP) and N-ethyl-N-vinyl-pyrrolidonium (NVEP), have been synthesized via
polymerization and crosslinking treatment, followed by membrane casting. The covalent cross-linked
structures of these membranes are conﬁrmed by FT-IR. The obtained membranes are also characterized in terms of water uptake, ion exchange capacity (IEC), ionic conductivity as well as thermal,
dimensional and chemical stability. The membranes display hydroxide conductivity of above 102 S cm1
at 25  C. Excellent thermal stability with onset degradation temperature above 235  C, good alkaline
stability in 6 mol L1 NaOH at 60  C for 168 h and remarkable dimensional stability of the resulting
membranes have been proved. H2/air single fuel cells employed membrane M3 and N3 show the opencircuit voltage (OCV) of 0.953 V and 0.933 V, and the maximum power density of 88.90 mW cm2 and
81.90 mW cm2 at the current density of 175 mA cm2 and 200 mA cm2 at 65  C, respectively.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
With the energy crisis and the environment pollution becoming
serious, polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells have received
increasing attentions and have been regarded as the ideal alternative of fossil fuel. In particular, proton exchange membrane fuel
cells (PEMFC) have been identiﬁed as the most promising power
sources for vehicular transportation, power generation and
portable power supply [1e4]. However, there are still many
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obstacles impeding the commercial utilizations of PEMFCs, such as
slow electrode-kinetics, CO poisoning of expensive Pt-based electrode catalysts, high fuel permeability and complex water management [3,5e7].
Alkaline anion exchange membranes fuel cells (AAEMFCs),
which use the alkaline anion exchange membranes (AEMs) to
displace the proton-exchange membranes (PEMs) with OH anions
instead of Hþ cations [8], could address the issues of the shortcomings of PEMFCs. In alkaline condition, the fuel cell efﬁciency can
be increased and non-noble metal catalysts can be used [9e11].
As the core component of AAEMFC, the properties of AEM
directly affect the performance of the cell. The traditional preparation methods of AEM mainly include the chloromethylation and
quaternization of the pristine polymers, such as poly (ether ether
ketone) (PEEK) [12,13], polysulfone [14], poly (phthalazinon ether
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sulfone ketone) (PPESK) [15], and radiation-grafted PPO [16] and
FEP [9]. Another approach is directly polymerization of monomers
containing chloromethyl groups or quaternary ammonium groups
[17e19]. However, the AEMs functionalized with alkyl quaternary
ammonium groups are proved to be unstable due to nucleophilic
substitution and (or) Hofmann elimination reaction, especially at
high pH and elevated temperature [20]. In a series of previous
studies, we have reported the preparation and characterization of
AEMs based on imidazolium type ionic liquids (IILs) [21e23] since
2010. Although these membranes exhibit the promising performances in application of AAEMFC, the previous studies encountered the following problems: the high price and toxicity of the
imidazolium type ionic liquids. Aiming to exploit cost-effective
AEMs with good thermal and chemical stability, suitable ionic
conductivity, and sufficient mechanical strength, the cross-linked
AEMs based on pyrrolidonium type IILs and poly (vinyl alcohol)
(PVA) were studied in this work. We believe that the quaternary
pyrrolidonium salt groups are stable than the conventional quaternary alkyl ammonium salt groups at high pH and elevated
temperature due to resonance effect of the pyrrolidonium cation.
The raw materials, both PVA and N-vinyl-pyrrolidone (NVP) are
low-cost and environmentally friendly materials with good performances, such as ﬁlm-forming capacities, hydrophilic properties
and chemical stability [24e27]. Due to the nucleophilicity and
steric accessibility of N atom in the NVP, the quaternarization could
be carried out [28].
The dimensional stability is another problem associated with
AEMs. Both PVA and poly (pyrrolidonium salt) are strong hydrophilic materials, so cross-linking process were adopted to suppress
the membrane swelling. As an alternative way, a lot of membranes
prepared by semi-interpenetrating polymer network (SIPN) show
good performances due to the polyelectrolyte immobilized into a
polymer cross-linked network matrix [29,30].
To our knowledge, the AEM functionalized with quaternary
pyrrolidonium salt for alkaline fuel cell application has not been
reported before. In this work, we originally report the preparation
and characterization of two kinds of cross-linked AEMs functionalized with pendent quaternary pyrrolidonium salts. Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and elemental analysis are used for characterization
of ionic monomer, while FT-IR is employed for structural characterization of their membranes. The hydroxide conductivity, water
uptake (WU), IEC, thermal stability, and alkaline stability of the
membranes are measured to evaluate their applicability in alkaline
fuel cells. In addition, the membrane electrode assembly (MEA)
based on the resulting AEMs were used for preliminary H2/air fuel
cell test.
2. Experiment
2.1. Material

(PNVEP), the following two synthesis routes and preparation process were studied in this work.
(i) NVP was quaternized with halohydrocarbon, followed by
polymerization.
Firstly, a mixture of NVP and halohydrocarbon was added in a
three-neck round-bottomed ﬂask and magnetic stirred under nitrogen atmosphere to synthesize quaternary pyrrolidonium salt,
NVMP or NVEP. After the reaction completed, the viscous product
was extracted by cyclohexane for three times to remove the
unreacted reactants, then dried in a vacuum oven for 12 h at 25  C.
Secondly, the product was dissolved in deionized (D.I) water and
then ammonium persulfate and sodium bisulfate were added into
the solution under nitrogen atmosphere successively. Ionic polymerization was performed at 65  C for 12 h. The resulting halogenated polymers, named as PNVMP-1 and PNVEP-1, were puriﬁed by
washing with cyclohexane and then dried in vacuum oven at 50  C
for 24 h Scheme 1 demonstrates the synthesis route of PNVMP-1
and PNVEP-1.
(ii) NVP was homopolymerized, quaternization followed.
Firstly, radical polymerization of NVP was carried out using
AIBN as an initiator and ethanol as a solvent at 65  C for 12 h under
nitrogen protection. After polymerization, the product was
extracted by cyclohexane for three times and then dried in a vacuum oven for 12 h at 25  C. The dried product was added into a
three-neck round-bottomed ﬂask with absolute ethanol and then
quaternized with halohydrocarbon. The resulting polymers were
extracted by cyclohexane and then dried in vacuum oven at 50  C
for 24 h. The polymers were labeled as PNVMP-2 and PNVEP-2 and
Scheme 2 describes the synthesis route of them.

2.3. Preparation of alkaline membranes
Solution-casting method was employed to prepare membranes
in this work. Firstly, appropriate amounts of the obtained polymers
were added to the PVA solution, which was prepared by dissolving
PVA in distilled water and then heating at 80  C with continuous
stirring to form a 10 wt% transparent solution. The blending of PVA
and the anion exchange resin (AER) in different mass ratios were
investigated. Then, a speciﬁed volume of crosslinking agent (5 wt%
GA aqueous solution) was added to the blending solution. After
that, the homogeneous and transparent solutions were cast onto
glass pane and then dried in a vacuum oven at 60  C for 8 h. The
membrane with a thickness of about 40e70 mm was peeled from
the glass pane and put into electrically heated drying cabinet at
130  C for 1 h and then soaked in a crosslinking agent (10 wt% GA
acetone solution) for about 1 h. The cross-linked membranes were
soaked in 1 mol L1 NaOH solution at room temperature for 48 h to

NVP (99%, containing 100 ppm sodium hydroxide as inhibitor)
and bromoethane (BrE, 98%) were purchased from Aladdin Industrial Corporation, PVA (99% hydrolyzed, average molecular weight:
Mw ¼ 86,000e89,000) was purchase from SigmaeAldrich Corp.,
glutaraldehyde (GA, 25 wt% aqueous solution), 2, 20 -azobisiso
butyronitrile (AIBN) and iodomethane (IM, Chemical pure) were
purchased from China National Medicines Corporation Ltd. NVP
was puriﬁed by distillation before used.
2.2. Synthesis of anion exchange resins
To obtain anion exchange resins, poly (N-methyl-N-vinyl-pyrrolidonium) (PNVMP) and poly (N-ethyl-N-vinyl-pyrrolidonium)

Scheme 1. Synthetic route of PNVMP-1 and PNVEP-1.
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and periodically weighed until constant water uptake weights were
recorded. The water uptake was calculated by the follow:

WU ð%Þ ¼

Scheme 2. Synthetic route of PNVMP-2 and PNVEP-2.

exchange the Br (or I) to OH. The resulting OH form membranes were named as [PNVMP/PVA]OH and [PNVEP/PVA]OH,
respectively. Finally, the membranes were thoroughly washed with
D.I water until the solutions were neutral and then stored in D.I
water for further use. The process diagram of the preparation of
X(Br or I) form membranes was given in Scheme 3.
2.4. Morphological and structure characterization
The molecular weight of polymers was tested by Gel Permeation
Chromatography (GPC) (Waters 2695, America). The FT-IR spectra
were scanned using an infrared spectrometer (VERTEX 70, Germany) with a wavenumber resolution of 0.4 cm1 in the range from
4000 to 600 cm1. The 1H NMR spectra of the ionic monomer were
recorded on a 500 MHz NMR spectrometer (Bruker Ascend III,
Germany). The N contents were measured by an Elemental
Analyzer (Vario EL III, Germany). The thermal stability of membranes was performed by Thermo Gravimetric Analyzer (TG 209,
Netzsch), where the samples of 5 mg loaded into an alumina oxide
pan were heated from 30 to 600  C at a heating rate of 10  C min1
under a nitrogen atmosphere. The tensile strength of the membrane was tested by Universal material testing machine (SUN 2500,
Italy).
2.5. Water uptake (WU)
Water uptake of the OH form membranes was determined by
evaluating the mass change before and after immersing in deionized water [31]. The membranes were dried at 60  C under vacuum
until constant dried weights were obtained. Then the dry membranes were immersed in deionized water at room temperature

Wwet  Wdry
 100%
Wdry

(1)

where Wwet and Wdry are the weights of the fully hydrated membrane and of dry membrane, respectively.
The swelling degree (%) was measured by a linear expansion
ratio, evaluated by the difference between wet and dry dimensions
of membrane sample. The swelling degree was calculated by the
equation:

Swelling degreeð%Þ ¼

Lwet  Ldry
 100%
Ldry

(2)

where Lwet and Ldry are the length of the wet and the dry membranes, respectively [19].
2.6. Ion exchange capacity (IEC)
IEC of the membrane was measured by back-titration method. A
certain weight of dry OH form membranes were immersed into
0.1 mol L1 HCl solution at room temperature for about 48 h to
completely exchange the OH to Cl. Then the solutions were
titrated with standard 0.1 mol L1 NaOH solutions. The IEC of the
anion exchange membrane was calculated from the hydrochloric
acid amount and the weight of the dry membrane as following:

 M

1;HCl  M2;HCl
IEC mmol g1 ¼
Wdry

(3)

where M1,HCl and M2,HCl are moles of HCl before and after equilibrium, respectively, and Wdry is the weight of the dry membrane.
2.7. Ionic conductivity
The conductivities of the OH form membranes were measured
by two-probe AC impedance technique with Parstat 263 electrochemical equipment (Princeton Advanced Technology, USA).
Membrane samples were clamped between two stainless steel
electrodes and the resistance through the plane was measured, as
described in our previous works [15,17,21,22,32]. Impedance
spectra were recorded in the frequency ranging from 1 to 106 Hz
and all the membranes were equilibrated in deionized water. A
Bode plot was plotted to check the frequency region where the
impedance had a constant value, and the resistance was obtained
from the associated Nyquist plot. During the test, the membrane
samples should avoid to exposure in air. Ionic conductivity was
calculated as following:



s S cm1 ¼

L
RA

(4)

where L (cm) is the distance between two stainless steel electrodes,
R(U) is the resistance of the membrane, and A(cm2) is the surface
area of the membrane exposed to the electric ﬁeld.
2.8. MEA fabrication and fuel cell test

Scheme 3. The preparation of X(Br or I) form membranes.

The MEA consisted of an AEM, catalyst layers (40 wt% Pt,
Johnson Matthey), and diffusion layers (Teﬂon-treated carbon paper, Toray-250). The preparation process included the following
three steps. Firstly, catalyst inks were prepared by mixing catalyst
with 5 wt% OH form membranes in DMF solution and propylene
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glycol. The ink was sonicated for 15 min, and then magnetic stirred
for 24 h at room temperature to get a homogeneous solution. Then
the catalyst ink was sprayed onto the carbon paper to deposit a
catalyst layer with the expected load of Pt. The active electrode area
for a single cell test was 4 cm2. The OH form AEM was sandwiched
with the electrodes and then hot-pressed at 0.8 MPa for 10 min at
45  C. The MEA was assembled into a single fuel cell with serpentine ﬂow channels. H2 at the anode and air at the cathode were fed
with the given ﬂow rate. Single cell test was performed using an
electronic load (ZY8714, ZHONGYING Electronic Co., Ltd., China).
3. Results and discussions
3.1. The effect of quaternarization time and agents
The synthesis routes of NVMP and NVEP are shown in Scheme 1
and Scheme 2. To preliminary conﬁrm whether the quaternarization had occurred, determinands, CH3I, CH3CH2Br, NVP, as well as
NVMP and NVEP, were added into 5 wt‰ silver nitrate solutions,
respectively. The experimental phenomena are listed in Table 1. It
can be seen that precipitate come out of the solution when the
determinand is NVMP (or NVEP). However, there is no obvious
change can be observed for CH3I, CH3CH2Br, or NVP used as the
determinand. The results indicate that the halide ions are created in
NVMP and NVEP.
The preparation process of anion exchange membrane involves
quaternization, polymerization, crosslinking and alkalization.
Among them, quaternization is a key reaction that determines the
ionic conductivity of the membrane. Therefore, it is highly important to study the effect factors on quaternization. To evaluate inﬂuence of quaternization time on the anion exchange resin,
nitrogen contents of PNVMP and PNVEP were investigated by
elemental analysis. Nitrogen only exist in the pyrrolidonium
groups, hence, the quaternization degrees of the polymers can be
calculated from nitrogen content by comparing the experimental
values and the theoretical nitrogen values. From the results showed
in Table 2 and Table 3, it can be seen that the N content decreased
gradually whereas the degree of quaternization increase with the
increasing of quaternization time for the same polymer that prepared by the same route. Both of them tend to be stable after 48 h,
thereafter, only a small increase of quaternization degree can be
obtained when we continue to increase the quaternization time.
From the Tables 2 and 3, it is observed that the degree of quaternization of the PNVMP is higher than that of the PNVEP under
the same synthetic route and quaternization time. This is due to
methyl iodide has the smaller molecular volume compared with
bromoethane, which leads to the smaller steric hindrance when
attacks the nitrogen atom of pyrrolidone ring. It is also observed
that the degrees of the quaternization of the same polymers prepared by route (i) are higher than that of the polymers prepared by
route (ii) under the same quaternization time, which can be
explained by that the lower steric hindrance of the NVP monomer
compared with its self-polymerization product when quaternization reaction is carried out. In addition, the molecular weight of
PNVMP-1d, PNVMP-2d, and PNVEP-1d, and PNVEP-2d were
measured by GPC instrument. As shown in Table 4, the molecular

weights of all samples are in the same order of magnitude. The
above results indicate that the synthetic route (i) is a better way to
synthesize target polymers compared with route (ii), and the
optimized quaternization time is 48 h.
According to the previous experimental results and analysis
results, the polymers, PNVMP-1d and PNVEP-1d, were selected to
further studies.
3.2. Solubility of the polymers
The solubility of the polymer is an important parameter for
forming membrane. The solubility of the polymer is investigated by
dissolving a certain amount of polymer in different solvents at
room temperature and the results are summarized in Table 5. It can
be seen that both PNVMP-1d and PNVEP-1d are soluble in some
polar, protic solvents such as water, ethanol, isopropanol, and also
soluble in some polar, aprotic solvents, such as DMF and acetone.
They are insoluble in nonpolar solvents such cyclohexane, diethyl
ether and ethyl acetate, even at elevated temperature. Because the
polymers can be dissolved in water due to the strongly hydrophilic
groups of quaternary pyrrolidonium salt, they can be cast into ﬁlms,
but cannot be directly used in fuel cells before a crosslinking process. Crosslinking process is a common method to suppress
membrane solubility and swelling in water. The crosslinking of the
membrane will be discussed in detail in subsequent section.
3.3. Chemical structure analysis
3.3.1. FT-IR spectra analysis
Fig. 1 shows the FT-IR spectra analysis of NVP, NVMP, NVEP,
PNVMP-1d and PNVEP-1d. Compared with the spectra of NVP, a
new absorption peak at 3425 cm1 appearing in spectra of NVMP,
NVEP, PNVMP-1d and PNVEP-1d is assigned to the stretch vibration
of eOH, which illustrates the products possess strong water imbibition after quaternization. The peaks between 2800 and
3000 cm1 are the characteristics of alkyl, and these peaks are
found to be substantially enhanced after quaternization, which is
likely attributed to the vibration of the methyl or ethyl introduced
from halohydrocarbon.
The sharp peak at 1704 cm1 in NVMP and NVEP is identiﬁed to
the asymmetric stretching of C]O bond of the pyrrolidone ring,
which is migrated to 1658 cm1 in spectra of PNVMP-1d and
PNVEP-1d. The peak at 1628 cm1 appearing in spectra of NVMP
and NVEP belongs to the stretch vibration of C]C from the side
chain of pyrrolidone and it disappears in spectra of PNVMP-1d and
PNVEP-1d, which might be due to the polymerization of NVMP and
NVEP.
3.3.2. NMR analysis
The obtained NVMP and NVEP were characterized by 500 MHz
1
H NMR in CDCl3 and the resulting 1H NMR data of NVMP was as
following. 1H NMR (CDCl3, d ppm relative to TMS): d ¼ 7.12e7.07
(dd, H), d ¼ 4.47e4.45 (d, H), d ¼ 4.40e4.37 (d, H), d ¼ 3.54e3.51 (t,
2H), d ¼ 2.51e2.48 (t, 2H), d ¼ 2.16 (s, 3H), d ¼ 2.15e2.08 (m, 2H).
The 1H NMR data of NVEP was as following. 1H NMR (CDCl3, d ppm
relative to TMS): d ¼ 7.12e7.07 (dd, H), d ¼ 4.45e4.43 (d, H),

Table 1
The halide ion detection by the silver nitrate solution.
Determinand

The experiment phenomena
(e) no obvious change.

CH3I

CH3CH2Br

NVP

NVMP

NVEP

e

e

e

yellow precipitation

faint yellow precipitate
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Table 2
The experimental N contenta and the degree of quaternization of the polymers synthesized by route i.
Polymer

Quaternization time(h)

N content (wt %)

Degree of quaternization (%)

PNVMP-1a
PNVMP-1b
PNVMP-1c
PNVMP-1d
PNVMP-1e
PNVEP-1a
PNVEP-1b
PNVEP-1c
PNVEP-1d
PNVEP-1e

12
24
36
48
72
12
24
36
48
72

8.69
7.87
7.42
6.99
6.86
9.65
8.79
8.23
7.98
7.88

35.28
47.12
54.72
62.91
65.58
31.24
44.27
54.23
59.12
61.16

a

The theoretical N content of PNVMP and PNVEP are 5.53 wt% and 6.36 wt% respectively.

Table 3
The experimental N contenta and the degree of quaternization of the polymers synthesized by route ii.
Polymer

Quaternization time(h)

N content (wt %)

Degree of quaternization (%)

PNVMP-2a
PNVMP-2b
PNVMP-2c
PNVMP-2d
PNVMP-2e
PNVEP-2a
PNVEP-2b
PNVEP-2c
PNVEP-2d
PNVEP-2e

12
24
36
48
72
12
24
36
48
72

9.19
8.73
7.97
7.55
7.38
10.59
9.82
9.42
9.12
9.07

29.10
34.76
45.54
52.43
55.44
19.41
28.93
34.49
38.98
39.76

a

The theoretical N content of PNVMP and PNVEP are 5.53 wt% and 6.36 wt% respectively.

Table 4
Molecular weight of the polymers.
Sample

Molecular weight
Mn

Mw

Mw/Mn

PNVMP-1d
PNVMP-2d
PNVEP-1d
PNVEP-2d

38294
59842
44183
61018

61023
77019
69455
88462

1.594
1.287
1.572
1.450

Mn: number-average molecular weight; Mw: weight-average molecular weight.

d ¼ 4.40e4.37 (d, H), d ¼ 3.54e3.51 (t, 2H), d ¼ 3.45e3.41 (q, 2H),
d ¼ 2.51e2.48 (t, 2H), d ¼ 2.15e2.08 (m, 2H), d ¼ 1.69e1.66 (t, 3H).

The results of FT-IR spectra analysis and 1H NMR analysis indicated the successful preparation of the ionic monomers, NVMP and
NVEP.

conductivity or IEC gradually increases, reaches the maximum, and
then decreases. After the crosslinking treatment, the membranes
become completely insoluble in water by introducing the special
cross-linkable groups into the polymer structure. The introduction
of PVA is very helpful to retain the dimensional stability of the
membrane; however, excess PVA leads to decline of ion conductivity of the membrane, because the PVA is free from anion exchange functional groups. By tuning the blending ratio, an
appropriate WU and a relatively high ionic conductivity can be
achieved. For example, the WU, IEC, ionic conductivity of crosslinking membrane sample M3 is 66.2%, 1.607 mmol g1,
2.05  102 S cm1, respectively. For membrane sample N3, the
WU, IEC, ionic conductivity is 63.4%, 1.052 mmol g1 and
1.57  102 S cm1, respectively.

3.5. FT-IR spectra of the cross-linked membrane
3.4. Effect of the blending ratio on the performance of membranes
In order to explore the best blending ratio, the WU, ionic conductivity and IEC of membranes were measured. The OH form
membrane samples with different blending ratios studied in this
paper were listed in Table 6 and the results were displayed in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3. It can be seen that the relationship between blending
ratio and WU, ionic conductivity or IEC has similar trends. As the
content of PVA in the blending solution increases, WU, ionic

The FT-IR spectra of the cross-linked membrane M3 and N3 are
shown in Fig. 4. The new peak at 1130 cm1 appeared in these two
spectra is corresponding to the vibration of CeOeC [33], which
indicates the presence of covalent cross-linked structure after
cross-linking treatment. The peak of 1288 cm1 appeared in both
Figs. 1 and 6 is the characteristic peak of CeN of pyrrolidone ring,
which indicates that the structure of pyrrolidone in the PNVMP or
PNVEP is not destroyed by the cross-linking reaction.

Table 5
The dissolution performance of polymers.
Polymer

PNVMP-1d
PNVEP-1d

Solvent
Water

Ethanol

DMF

Isopropanol

Acetone

Cyclohexane

Diethyl ether

Ethyl acetate

þ
þ

þ
þ

þ
þ

þ
þ

þ
þ










(þ)Soluble at the room temperature; () Insoluble.
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Fig. 2. The effect of blend ratio on the WU, IEC and ionic conductivity of membrane
[PNVMP/PVA]OH.
Fig. 1. FTIR spectra of NVMP, NVEP, PNVMP-1d and PNVEP-1d.

3.6. The effect of temperature on the ionic conductivity
It has been reported that operation of AEMFCs at elevated
temperature lead to enhanced performances [32]. High temperature would not only reduce thermodynamic voltage losses due to
potential pH gradients through the membrane but also improve
electro kinetics [34]. The inﬂuence of temperature on ionic conductivity of OH form membrane is studied. As the temperature
rises from 25  C to 85  C, ionic conductivity of membrane M3 increases from 2.05  102 S cm1 to 4.98  102 S cm1, while ionic
conductivity of membrane N3 increases from 1.57  102 S cm1 to
4.14  102 S cm1. The results shows that the ionic conductivities
of membrane M3 and N3 gradually increase with the increasing
temperature, which can be explained by faster migration of ions
and higher diffusivity with the increasing of temperature [33]. The
membrane M3 exhibits higher ionic conductivity than membrane
N3 at the same temperature, which is due to the higher quaternization degree of membrane M3.
The Ln s vs. 1000/T plot is shown in Fig. 5. Assuming that the
conductivity follows the Arrhenius behavior, the apparent activation energy (Ea) of the cross-linked membrane can be obtained
according to the Arrhenius equation:

Ea ¼ b  R

(5)

where b is the slope of the line regression of ln s(S cm1) vs. 1000/T
(K1) plots, and R is the gas constant (8.314 J K1 mol1). The
apparent activation energies of membrane M3 and N3 are calculated to be 13.83 kJ mol1 and 14.05 kJ mol1, respectively.
3.7. Thermal and chemical stability
3.7.1. Thermal stability
The thermal stability of the membrane is one of the key metrics

Fig. 3. The effect of blend ratio on the WU, IEC and ionic conductivity of membrane
[PNVEP/PVA]OH.

for AEM applied to fuel cell [35,36]. The measurements were carried out on PVA, PNVMP, PNVEP and membrane M3 and N3, and the
results were shown in Fig. 6. Results show that both membrane M3
and N3 display three weight lose stages around 30e130, 235e370,
and 370e450  C. The ﬁrst weight loss stage (about 5%) the loss of
residual water in the samples. As shown in the TG curves, the
second weight loss (about 60%) between 235 and 370  C are corresponding to the decomposition of PVA [37]. The third weight loss
(about 35%) of membrane M3 and N3, beginning at about 370  C,
are considered to be caused by the degradation of main chain of the
PNVMP and PNVEP [38]. These TG curves reveal that both membrane M3 and N3 have good thermal stabilities and high degradation temperatures.

3.7.2. Chemical stability
Due to the AEMFCs work under high pH condition and elevated

Table 6
The designation of membrane by the blend ratio of Polymer/PVA.
Membrane

[PNVMP/PVA]OH
[PNVEP/PVA]OH

Blend ratio/g g1
0.35/0.35

0.30/0.40

0.25/0.45

0.20/0.50

0.15/0.55

0.10/0.60

0.0/0.70

M1
N1

M2
N2

M3
N3

M4
N4

M5
N5

M6
N6

M7
N7
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Fig. 4. FT-IR spectra of membrane M3 and N3.
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temperature, and AEMs with quaternary ammonium functional
groups decompose readily by either an E2 (Hofmann degradation)
mechanism or an SN2 substitution reaction [20,39]. So, it is
important to develop AEMs with good chemical stability. The
chemical stability was evaluated by immersing membrane M3 or
N3 into stirred 6 mol L1 NaOH solution at 60  C and measured the
changes of ionic conductivity and IEC at intervals at 25  C. Before
the test, all the membrane samples should be washed by D.I. water
numerous times until neutral. The results are showed Fig. 7.
It shows that the ionic conductivities and IEC are relatively
stable within 168 h. The slight ﬂuctuation of the conductivities for
M3 and N3 at initial time may be due to more hydroxyl ion soaked
inside the membrane. After that, the conductivities of M3 and N3
tend to be stable around 1.97  102 S cm1 and 1.45  102 S cm1,
which may be beneﬁt from the pendent quaternized pyrrolidonium
functional groups and the cross-linked structure. The results also
show that IEC of M3 and N3 are relatively stable around
1.550 mmol g1 and 0.980 mmol g1. Only slight changes can be
found compared with the conductivities and IEC of the contrast
samples, which were measured in D.I water after treated with
1 mol L1 NaOH solution at 25  C using membrane M3 and N3. The
results indicate that the membranes based on pyrrolidonium cation
groups have good alkali resistance.
3.8. Dimensional stability and tensile strength
Dimensional stability and mechanical property of the wet and
dry cross-linked membrane were tested and the results were listed
in Table 7. The experiment results exhibit that the size of membranes increases to some extent after fully swelling in deionized
water. Swelling degree of these two membranes were 5.57% and
4.71%, respectively. Relatively low water swelling degree of the
membrane is attributed to the cross-linking treatment and would
be helpful to the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) preparation.
The tensile strengths of the wet and dry membranes were about
18 MPa and 14 MPa, respectively. The results show that the membranes with the cross-linked structure possess sufﬁcient mechanical strength for fuel cell applications.
3.9. Fabrication of MEA and fuel cell test

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of ionic conductivity by plotting Ln s vs. 1000/T.

Fig. 6. Thermo Gravimetric analysis of membrane M3 and N3.

The previous experiment results show that both OH form
membrane M3 and N3 have good chemical and physical properties
and can be applied to fuel cell. Therefore, the membrane M3 and N3
were used for an initial MEA fabrication. The MEAs with 4 cm2

Fig. 7. The conductivities and IECs of membrane M3 and N3 after treatment with
6 mol L1 NaOH at 60  C.
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Table 7
Swelling degree and tensile strength of the membranes.
Membranes

Condition

Length/cm

Swelling degree

Tensile/MPa

M3

Dry
Wet
Dry
Wet

7.00
7.39
7.00
7.33

5.57%

11.3
17.9
14.3
18.7

N3

4.71%

activated area and 1.2 mg cm2 catalyst loading on the cathode and
0.8 mg cm2 loading on the anode were prepared with membrane
M3 (or N3) by hot pressing. The cells were activated with the current density of 100 mA cm2 for 2 h at the beginning and then
activated with the current density of 400 mA cm2 for 2 h before
the tests. In tests, the anode stream was hydrogen with ﬂow rate of
600 mL min1 and the cathode stream was air with ﬂow rate of
800 mL min1, and the cell test temperature was 65  C, relative
humidity was 100%.
Fig. 8 shows the voltageecurrent density curves and the power
density-current density curves of the cells under 100% humidity at
ambient pressure. It is observed that the OCV of the H2/air fuel cell
with membrane M3 and N3 are 0.953 V and 0.933 V, respectively.
The test results show that the peak power density of the H2/air fuel
cell with membrane M3 is 88.90 mW cm2, achieved at the current
density of 175 mA cm2, higher than the maximum power density
of the H2/air fuel cell with membrane N3 (81.90 mW cm2, achieved at the current density of 200 mA cm2). It is corresponded to
the higher ionic conductivity of membrane M3. It also shows that
with the increasing of the current density, the voltage of the cell
decreases gradually, which are mainly attributed to the electrode
over potentials at high current densities [40]. In addition, the surface activity of the electrode and the interfacial property between
the electrode and the membrane plays a signiﬁcant role in the
performance of the fuel cell [41]. In this work, we focus on the
synthesis and characterization of the cross-linked membranes,
studies on fabrication of MEA and fuel cell test remained preliminary. Future work will be devoted to the optimization of the
electrode structure and testing conditions.
4. Conclusions
Two kinds of pyrrolidonium salts ionic liquids, NVMP and NVEP,
have been successfully synthesized from NVP and halohydrocarbon
(iodomethane or bromoethane). And their homopolymers, PNVMP
and PNVEP, have been also successfully prepared. Two types of

Fig. 8. Performance of the H2/air fuel cells with membrane M3 and N3 at 65  C.

novel AAEMs have been prepared from PNVMP (or PNVEP) and PVA
by a covalent cross-linking and solution casting method and
applied to the H2/air fuel cell test.
The raw materials used in this study are relatively cheap, the
preparation method is easy to manipulate and friendly to the
environment. The effect of quaternarization time and different
blends ratios of the casting solution have been studied. The
resulting membrane M3 and N3 exhibit relatively high OH conductivities of 2.05  102 S cm1 and 1.57  102 S cm1, ﬁtting WU
of 66.2% and 63.4%, and high IEC of 1.607 mmol g1 and
1.052 mmol g1 at 25  C, respectively. The OH conductivities of the
membrane M3 and N3 could be improved by raising the temperature, reaching to 4.98  102 S cm1 and 4.14  102 S cm1 at
85  C, respectively. The resulting membrane M3 and N3 show
excellent thermal stability with onset degradation temperature
high above 235  C, relatively good alkaline stability in 6 mol L1
NaOH at 60  C for 168 h and remarkable dimensional stability. The
resulting membranes have been assembled into MEA and tested in
the H2/air single fuel cells. Test results show the OCV of 0.953 V and
0.933 V. The maximum power density of 88.90 mW cm2 and
81.90 mW cm2 at the current density of 175 mA cm2 and
200 mA cm2, are obtained for fuel cells with M3 and N3, respectively. These results suggest that these membranes could be new
prospects for use in alkaline fuel cells.
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